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The Empty Tomb

The other day my daughter Libbie came home from daycare, after their class egg hunt. As I
asked her how her day was, she showed me her Easter Basket full of eggs. “Wow, Libbie,” I told
her ,”that is a lot of eggs.” “Yeah,” she replied, “but they were all empty.” “Empty?”, I asked,
confused and surprised. “Yeah, they were empty, and so you can put whatever you like in
them.” Brilliant, I thought, you are so creative and forward thinking.

This morning, we find the women from our Gospel passage, coming to Jesus’ tomb. Still weak
from grief, overwhelmed with the immense onslaught of emotions ranging from pain and
sorrow to anger and disbelief, that their beloved teacher and friend, their Messiah and Lord is
dead. Not knowing how else to process this unspeakable tragedy and unbearable loss. The
women make their way in the early hours of the morning to Jesus’ tomb with burial spices and
oils they have prepared in an effort to stave off the stench of death. Preparing themselves for the
sight of the dead body and weight of the immense gravestone, they come up short. Because, the
stone has already been moved, the tomb cracked open, and the body gone!

Is it a hoax? Are they at the wrong tomb? Has someone stolen the body?

As the women stand in front of Jesus’ empty tomb they rightly were filled with emotions. Shock
that the body of their Lord and Savior, who was just brutally executed, is now missing?
Confusion at what the heck is going on, because it is all too much to take in? Distraught at the
onslaught of obstacles that continue to place themselves between them and their Messiah.  And
it is here, that they are suddenly met by two angels. Men in dazzling white clothes, who
explain, "Why do you look for the living among the dead? He is not here, but has risen.” Barely
having had time to process Jesus’ death, now they stand in front of his empty tomb being asked
to somehow fathom his resurrection. Peering into the blank, cavernous space, of endless
possibility. Where Jesus' body once laid weighted down by gravity, relinquished to its specified
resting space for all time, now there is simply empty space and endless possibilities.

Later that evening as I was cleaning our kitchen, I watched Libbie playing with her empty eggs,
and asked what she was doing. She told me she was filling them with things she thought other
people might like. And, later, I found out, she had actually hidden the eggs around our house,
in hopes I would find them as a wonderful surprise. Li�le did she know polly pocket shoes are
not my most favorite thing to find in random places, but nonetheless the effort was beautiful!
And, more so, Libbie’s empty eggs, her surprise at their lack of content, and especially her
excitement for the possibility and opportunity to fill them up and share the joy of their purpose
with others reminded me of what the empty tomb in our Gospel from Luke is all about.

As the women find themselves at the empty tomb, they are given a choice in how to respond.
Will they see the opportunity at hand as a gift to share the Good News of Jesus’ Christ’s



resurrection, the victory of death, the everlasting and now ever accessible gift of life, with the
world? Or as a roadblock to their preconceived notions of how they assumed the narrative
should progress? Even more so, as a false narrative. Too unbelievable, without enough proof in
the first place. Even still, too mundane, this empty tomb, without any seeming glory (other than
the two bedazzled angels). But, if this empty tomb, if this seeming miraculous and u�erly
shocking resurrection has anything to do with Jesus Christ, then we should probably just go
ahead and assume that this narrative will come out of the mundane, appearing impossible to
believe, and contain a few roadblocks. Because that’s pre�y much been our entire narrative up
until this point. As the women take this story, this empty tomb, and this resurrection and run
with it, going to share the good news with the fellow disciples, we are given a glimpse at how
we might also be invited to respond.  Possibly, with tremendous shock and awe, and even more
so faith in the Good News of Jesus Christ. Perhaps, with courage and enthusiasm to share the
story, and even more so joy at what this news means for us and our world. Definitely, with
open and willing hearts, and even more so love that is made complete as we share and take part
in the endless possibilities of the Resurrection with the world.

What I loved about Libbie’s empty eggs, and her response to them, was the accessibility they
afforded. Libbie didn’t have to worry if what she found inside was a candy of questionable
character or flavor. Nor a sticker that clashed with her outfit. No, instead her egg was simply an
invitation to take what she saw as life-giving (or at least pleasing to her) and put it inside to
share with others. It wasn’t simply a roll of the dice, but an invitation to take part in the creation
of joy through play and interaction with others.

Within Jesus’ life, he taught and healed and helped many many people. He even performed a
vast array of astounding miracles. But, he was still restricted within a specific time and a limited
geographical location. Through Jesus’ triumph over death and the grave, as we come to find the
empty tomb, and the women go out to tell the world, Jesus’ life’s work, his death’s work
become even more accessible to any and everyone, in any and every space and time. In the
resurrection Jesus is now able to reach beyond the constraints of a mortal life and become what
he always said he was, salvation for all. As my favorite Catholic Priest and mystic, Richard Rohr
put’s it, “In the resurrection, the single physical body of Jesus moved beyond all limits of space
and time into a new notion of physicality and light—which includes all of us in its
embodiment.”In this way the empty tomb offers us a completely new way to see life and death.
Making space for us to both grieve and mourn the loss that comes with death, and to dream,
create, discover, and share the endless possibilities that resurrection and new life  affords us.
Where all are welcome, all are invited and all are able to participate in whatever way allows
them the opportunity to find life beyond the grave, which is life abundant and life to the fullest.
So as you come to the empty tomb, what will you bring? I hope it’s chocolate, maybe also an
open heart and mind? How will you leave changed? Now seeing the endless possibilities of new
life. And, who will you share the good news with? Will it be through an egg? Or maybe through
a joyful noise as  we loudly proclaim to the world together, Alleluia, Alleluia, He is Risen. He is
risen indeed, Alleluia!


